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GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE ALW AC III

The new rr.l.odel of the ALWAC, the ALWAC III, is a general
purpose digital computer of the internally programmed olagnetic drum
type. Designed priIr.Larily for use by small commercial and technical
organizations having large computation requirements, this machine is
operable without specially trained computer staffs. The designers of
the ALWAC present the most advanced version of a low-priced, fully
automatic compute r available to date.
This model incorporates all of the many advantages of our
original prototype, the ALW AC I (which has operated continuously at
our Redondo Beach plant since April 1953) and of our previous production model, the ALWAC II (an ALWAC II has been in operation at the
David Taylor Model Basin in Washington, D. C. since February 1954).
In addition, in the ALWAC III, the basic computing speed has been
doubled, the number of words available in fast storage has been increased
from 64 to 160, provision has been nlade for the convenient addition of
supplementary inpu t -output equipn1ent, and 30 new comrr.lands have been
added to facilitate ope rations such as floating point arithmetic, etc.
The ALW AC feature s alar 5e capacity magnetic drum men!ory capable of permanently storing rrlost of the standard routines that
make up the major part of the corrlputational work load of many engineering or accounting staffs. Electric typewriters with associated paper tape
perforating and tape reading equipment a.re used as the basic input-output
device s. Master programs containing numerical data to be operated on
by these standard routines can be entered into the computer fran"! the
punched tape or manually via the keyboard. The final re suIts can be
printed out with form control, signs, decirrlal point s, and alphabetical
headings completely under the control of a pern:1anently stored sequence
of instructions. As rrlany as ten electric typewriters can be attached to
this machine at various remote locations and the corrJ.puter will automatica.lly
scan these units for waiting problerrls whenever it has been cleared from
a given problem.
Data reduction, trajectory studie s, solutions of sirr. . ultaneous
equations, rrlatrix algebra and niatrix inve rsion, and partial diffe rential
equations are a few of the technical problerr1S which this corr.1puter can
readily handle. In comrrle rcial applications, payrolls can be automatically
computed and pay checks printed; arnortization schedules can be obtained
in final printed form; statistical analyses, cost accounting, and production
control problems can be solved; and any problems that can be expressed
in numerical form can be handled in a single computer installation. A
library of standard routines will be available to organizations using this
computer.
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The ALWAC is a serial, binary corrlputer with autonlatic conversion fron. decirr1al-to-binary and binary-to-decimal during input and
output accomplished by an internally programnled routine. RecirculatinJ
working channels and arithn1etic registers perndt high conlputational rates
as a result of the low access tin.le in these stores. The extensive repertoire
of comnlands in conjunction with the sin~plified system of usin6 subroutines
makes it relatively sirrlple to progran.l new problerrls for the ALW AC.

MEMORY CAPACITY
The magnetic drum n.lenlory consists of a 4096 word Inain storage,
a 128 word working storage, 4 arithrrletical registers, and 32 words of fast
acce s s II special constant tt storage. The words in the Ir.1ain storage are
arranged into 128 channels containing 32 words each. Each word consists
of a 32. binary bit number (equivalent to about 9.5 decimal digits) with a
sign digit. A production rrlodel is also available with a 8192 word capacity.
Using the principle of the "Air-Floating Head" supplerr1entary storage
systerr.ls of any size can be provided.
The ALWAC III uses standard one-address corrlmands. Each
word space in the n1enjOry is divided into two parts, and each part is
capable of storing a conlnland and its associated address. Since each
command and its address occupies one half a word, there are usually two
commands per word. Sonle coron-.iands which do not require an address
can be doubled up and placed in the addre ss portion. Thus, in some case s t
itis possible to place as many as four COIrlmands in one word.

CONDENSED SUMMARY OF INSTRUCTIONS
COpy AND EXCHANGE

Twenty-one commands for various
c orrlbinations of exchanging, copying,
extracting between fast storage and
the arithrr.letic registers.

TRANSFER CONTROL

Ten comnlands for transfe rring control
unconditionally 0 r dependent upon ove rflow, breakpoint switch settings, counting, corrlparison, 1.\ register negative,
or A register not zero.

ARITHMETIC
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OPERATION~

Fourteen comrnands for all combinations of addition and subtraction,
double length addition and subtraction,
multiplication and division both with
and without addre s se s .and with and
without accumulation.

BLOCK TRAN-SFER

Eight cornmands for transferring
blocks of 32 words between rr.lain
merrlory and fast storage.

MODIFY ACCUMULATOR

Eleven conlmands for clearing, rounding, absolute value, change sign, compleIrlenting, regular shifts and floating
point shifts.

INPUT-OUTPUT

Fourteen cOlnmands for typewriter
de cirr!al nun.lbe r input and output,
alpha -nun-Je ric input and output, hexadecimal input and output, control of
punching or typing of output, and
punched card control.

SPEED OF OPERATION
The basic tin.1e of operation for commands is one rrdllisecond
with an additional eight rrdlliseconds if the order contains a non-optinlum
address. Of the 160 words of fast storage, there are always nine optimum
addre ss locations for any o:rde r position. In summarizing:
1.

Multiplication or division without addre ss or with an optimum
addre s s - - 1 7 milli se conds. If addre s sis not optimuIr! -25 ndlliseconds.

2.

Input and output orders - - must wait for feedback or tirrling
signals fron! input-output device.

3.

Thirty-two word block transfers to and fronl rrlain memory
minimurrl 80 nlilliseconds, rrlaxin:lum 96 milliseconds.

4.

Shift coronJands - - ndnimun! 1 rr!illisecond, rrJaxirrJuIrJ 17
milli se conds.

5.

All other con1mands - - 1 Il'!illisecond or with non-optimurn
address - - 9 rrdlliseconds.

RELIABILITY
The fundan!ental de siJn philosophy followed in developing the
ALWAC was to obtain a computer that would be entirely reliable in its
operation at all tinles with no possibility of losing any inforn-!ation once
it had been stored in the rrlain n~emory. These aims have been accomplished by very conservative use of the operating ranges of all electrical
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PRINTED CIRCUITS

The latest plug-in "fl ip-flop" showing the use of printed ci rcuits. In
keeping with the Logistics Research policy of up-to-date conservative techniques, all new developments are carefully followed and used when they have
proven themselves sound and reliable.
LOGISTICS RESEARCH INC.
11542

LOGISTICS PLUG -IN COMPONENTS

The above six plug- in un its repre3ent t he types most frequently used . In
fact, over 901'0 of the component s in an ALWAC Computer are of these six
types. These units are, left to right, input circuit, flip-flop, resistor board,
one-shot, diode board, and driver.

LOGISTICS RESEARCH INC.
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conlponents, a simplified checking routine for detecting any electrical
components which may become marginal, and autonlatic self-checking
feature s in various critical computing sequence s.
Ope rating with a clock pul se rate of only 67 KC and trigge r
voltage levels of 0 and 15, this COIr.lputer uses only a small part of the
rated capability of its crystal diodes and electronic tubes. As a further
result of the low pulse rate, the dynarr!ic response characteristics of
the electronic circuitry is relatively non-critical; therefore, the normal
drift in COIrlpOnent characteristics will rarely affect the computing operations.
.
All electronic components are arranged into standardized plugin units of limited variety to facilitate routine preventive Ir!aintenance
checks and the replacement of n!arginal units. A te st box for the'se plu6in units is supplied with the COIr!puter, Irlaking it entirely practical to
check all electrical conlponents in the conlp:utingcircuitry in less than
one hour. Thi ste st box autorr~aticall y gives each plug -in a static and
dynamic check of all grid and bias voltages in excess of the normal
operating range.
Self-checking features in the con.lputer will detect many of the
coding or machine errors that nlightoccur, such as the unforeseen overflow of the arithmetic registers, the receipt of a non ... existent order, or
the attempt to cOPY'a working chanriel into the wrong Ghannel of the main
memory. Any of these errors will stop the corpputer and an a~arm will
be given: Indicator lights on the display panel will then show which type
of error has occurred •.

INPUT-OUTPUT
Information to be stored in the main meIrlory is normally stored
first on punched paper tape by typing the nUIr.lbers and code letters in the
proper sequence on an electric typewriter. A visual copy nlay be typed
at the same time, which may be immediately cOIrJpar'ed with the coding
sheet for typing errors. The inforrrlation is then autoIr.latically transferred to Ir!agnetic drurrl storage by the tape reader. Inforrr.iation can
also be entered n1anually directly frorri the typewriter keyboard.
Nurr.ibers to be entered in the computer are normally typed on
the electric typewriter in decimal fornl with decimal point and sign. Conversion from decimal-to-binary and binary-to-decimal during read-in and
read-out is automatically performed by a subroutine at approximately the
maximum rate of the electric typewriter reading and writing speed of nine
characters per second.
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ACTIVE TESTER FOR PLUG - IN COMPONENTS

All active plug- in components can be given very thorough static and dy-

namic tests by means of this component tester. This tester is used in conjunction with an oscilloscope. The patterns d ispla yed permit the easy visual
reject ion of de fect ive components. The model shown is designed for use with
the ALWAC Computer and is connect ed by cable to the ALWAC power supply.
When a switch at the computer power supply is placed in the "test" position, power is mad e a vailable to the tester and only the filament voltage is left
"on" for the computer. Hence as components are checked, there is no "warmup" period required .
11541
LOGISTICS RESEARCH INC.

DIODE TESTER

This tester is used for both input circuits and diode boards. Not only
does it give a complete test of the diodes, but by means of one of the sixteen
lights, an indication of the exact diode which is defective is indicated .

LOGISTICS RESEARCH INC.
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Automatic graph following and graph plotting equipment can
also be provided as input and output equipment for this conlputer. One
ve r sion of the auton"Jatic graph followe r will handle a function of two
variables. Fandlies of curves on a single sheet may be used and the
followe r will autornaticall y switch 'froIT.l one curve to a~othe r in re sponse
to cOIT.1mands fron! the cOITlpute r and automatically transmit the ordinate
reading to the compute r storage.
Punched card conve rsion equipIT!ent 'is available for direct tiein to the ALW AC. This equipment will not only perrnit the use of punched
cards for input-output, but will also automatically pe rform the decimalto·binary and bina'ry-to-decimal conversions. thus permitting a great
increase in overall computing spe~d ...

PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS
The entire computer is installed in three. 'cabinets finished in
gray and black wrinkle and n10unted On bail~bearing swivel casters. The
cabinet containing the magnetic druITj men-lory is 28 11 deep x 34" wide x
64" high and weighs app roxinlately 600 pounds. The' cabinet containing
the power supply is the sarr.le size and weighs approximately 900 pounds~
The cabinet containing,the logical elements of the COIriputer is 28 1t deep x
53" wide x 64" high, and weighs approximately 600 pounds. The machine
will operate frorrleither a standard 110 or 220 volt, 60 cycle, single
phase outlet and 'requires approximately 5 KW of powe-r.ooThe operation
of internal fans provide adequate cooling of the computer at normal
rOOIr} temperature. An air<i:¢onditioned room is not necessary, but it is
recomIT.lended that thecornp4ter roo.m have an outside exha~st fan.
,':

WARRANTY
A one-year guarantee is given on all parts and components
against failures which occur as the result of onormalusage of the cOIX?puteor.
Scheduled maintenan~e service is included for a period of one year and
special maintenance service will be provided during this period in the
event a breakdown occurs due to nornlal usage which cannot be corrected
by a routine check of the plug -in units by the custOIrje r.
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ALWAC '" CONTROL PANEL

LOGISTICS RESEARCH INC.
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DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTER CONTROL PANEL FOR ':-1.LWAC III
In the normal opeL'ntion of Lhe computer, this panel is used for
turni ng the computer on or off, for checking out new routi nes, and for
preventive maintenance checks. In order to place the computer into operation, the NORM~~L-T EST- C LE.p~R switch is pI aced in the CLEh.R position,
all other switches placed in the NO RlV.l.h.L posi tion, and the 0 N button on
the control panel is depressed. After a brief warm-up (about five minutes)
the power switch on the typewriter is turned ON, the NORMAL-TEST-CLE.rl.R
sw itch is placed in the N ORMh.L position, the proper settings made on the
typew ri ter sw itches, and the computer is ready for operation. The following is a brief description of the functi ons of each component on the control
panel.
NORM.rl.L-TEST -C LEi-iR SWITCH
When this sw itch is in the NORlVih.L position, the computer is
under control of the typewriter and will not operate unless the typewriter
is turned ON and the typewriter switches thrown to proper posi tions. In
the TEST position, the computer will go through order sequences even though
the typewriter is not ON. In the CLE..M.R posit ion, this sw itch duplicates the
function of the CLEAR switch on the typewriter and automatically transfers
control to the first order of the start routine.
NORMAL-HOLD-SELECT SWITCH
In the NORMh.L position, the computer wi 11 step through orders in
its proper sequence. Throwing this switch to HOLD prevents the computer
from changing orders and, for checki ng purposes, makes the computer follow
the 'same command over and over. Moving thi s switch to the SE LECT position
causes the channel selection relays to select the channel which has been set
up in the .d.DDRESS REGISTER.
NORM.n.L-ST OP-O NE STEP SWITCH
Thi s switch in the NORMAL position permits computation to be
followed in the previosly coded fashion. Placing thi s switch in STOP position
st ops computation. Alternately movi ng thi s switch from the ONE STEP to
the STOP position permits the computer to follow a given routine of orders,
one command at a time. This switch is very useful when verifying newly
coded routines.
NEXT ORDER ADDRESS REGIST ER
The configurati on displayed by the eight lights of the NEXT ORDER
aDDRESS REGISTER indicate the address of the command position from which
the next order will be taken. For checking purposes, any given light may be
turned on or off by pressing the button immedi ately below the li ght.
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ADDRESS REGISTER
Whenever an order is followed which requires an address, then
the address of the channel, word, or command positions will appear in the
ADDRESS REGISTER.

ORDER REGISTER
The eight lights of the ORDER REGISTER indicate the next order
to be followed by the computer. Thus throwing the NORMAL-STOP-ONE STEP
switch to STOP position will stop computation immediately. At that time the
configuration of lights on the panel will show the order that is about to be
followed, the address that is associated with the order, and the address from
which the next order will be taken after follo'Ning the order set up in the
ORDER REGISTER.

ALARMS
The NUMBER ONE ALARM is associated with reading and recording
in the main memory. Whenever a channel from the main memory is copied
into one of the four working channels, on the next revolution of the drum, the
copy is compared with the original in the memory. If they do not agree, computation will stop and ALARM NUMBER ONE will be turned on. Associated
with every word is a check digit which is normally zero. '#henever a word
in one of the four working channels is modified or changed in any manner,
this check digit is changed to one. Whenever one of the working channels is
to be recorded into a channel in the main memory, the channel to be copied
is first compared with the channel in the main memory. Every word with a
zero check digit should agree exactly. If it does not, computation will stop,
and ALARM NUMBER ONE will turn on. If all words with zero check digits
compare satisfactorily, then on the next revolution of the drum, recording
into the main menlory '~ill take place. After the recording is made, then
another comparison is made between the new information recorded into the
memory and the original working channel. These two channels should now
agree exactly. If they do not, computation will stop and ALARM NUMBER
ONE will be turned on indicating that information has not been properly recorded into the main memory. Since we still have a correct copy in the working channel, it is possible to preserve this information by setting up the proper con~iguration of orders on the control panel and recording the working
channel into another iocation.
Thus in general, we could not copy the contents of channel 16 into
channel 17 either deliberately or accidentally unless every word in 16 has
been modified. This checking feature is eliminated in channels zero through
three so that these channels may be used for the temporary storage of numbers
or routines.
The ALARM NUMBER TiNO will be activated whenever there is an
impnoper overflow. If the OVERFLOW or DECISION light has been turned on,
the computer will not follow any of a list of orders which might turn on the overflow. This situation is easy to recogr:jze because in addition to ALARM TWO
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being on, the DECISION light will be on and the ORDER register will show
the; particular order which the computer is attcrnpting to follo"v. Whenever
an alarm is activated, in addition to turning on the appropriate light, an
alarm buzzer will sound if the alartn switches are in the NORMAL position.
If they are in SILENCE -position, the appropriate alarm light will turn on but
the buzzer will not sound. j\.ftcr an alarm has been activated, the computer
may be restored to normal operation by throwing the corresponding alarm
switch to the RESTORE position and then returning it to either the NORMAL
or SILENCE.position.

DECISION REGISTER
The decision light is associated with the overflow register.
means of the associated push buttons, this can be turned ON or OFF.

By

A B DEW M REGISTERS
This rotary switch is associated with the oscilloscope output terminals located on the rear of the control panel. This permits the visual inspection of the four recirculating words A B D and E as well as the visual inspection of words located in the four working channels or in the main memory.
To inspect a word in one of the working channels, throw the NORMAL-STOPONE STEP switch to the STOP position, set the ADDRESS REGISTER for the
address of the word desired and that word will appear on the oscilloscope.
Setting the register at M, throwing the NORMAL-HOLD-SELECT switch to
the SELECT position, and setting the address of the channel in the ADDRESS
REGISTER, permits inspection of information recorded in the main memory.
This last is primarily an inspection technique which permits determining the
condition of the read-record heads, amplifiers, etc.

PROBE SWITCH
When the register selector switch is in the PROBE position, the
oscilloscope will display the voltage appearing at any point in the machine to
which the exploring probe is attached. This switch is used only for maintenance checks on the computer.
SKIP SWITCH
The two SKIP switches are associated with two conditional skip
orders. For example, when the computer attempts to follow a "12" order,
if the NUMBER 1 SKIP switch is down, the computer will take its next order
from the address associated with the II 12" order. However, if the NUMBER
1 SKIP switch is in the vertical position, then the lilil" order will be ignored.
The 111411 order is associated in a like manner with the NUMBER 2 SKIP
switch.
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·
The sketch below shows the easily read manner in which words
appear on the face of the oscilloscope. The staggering of the alternate
syllables permits a ready inspection of recorded orders as well as the
immediate determination of stored numbers in a hexadecimal form.

OSCILLOSCOPE DISPLAY
This shows the easily read hexadecimal configuration
3b9acaOO which is equal to the decimal number 1,000,000,000.
In a like manner commands and addresses can be visually
inspected.
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DESCRIPTION OF TYPEvVRITER AND TYPEWRITER
CONTROLS FOR AL W AC III
The entire operation of the computer can be controlled from the
typewriter. In addition to the four switches on the typewriter control panel,
there are eight additional switches and one input light located just above
the keyboard. The following is a description of these controls from left
to right.

START READ
This is a mOlnentary contact switch. Depressing this switch causes
the punched tape to pass through the tape reader. If there is no tape in the
reader, the reader will interpret this as an input of zeros and still continue
to read.
STOP RE.t\D
Depressing the momentary contact STOP READ switch disengages
the tape reader which will remain inoperative until the START READ switch
is again depressed.
PUNCH ON
Depressing the fixed position PUNCH ON switch will cause tape
to be punched by operation of either the typewriter keyboard or tape "reader.
The switch when restored to its normal position, disengages the tape punch.
CLEAR
Depressing the momentary c-ontact CLE;.AR switch clears the first
working channel of any orders which the computer is following and automatically brings the s tart routine into this channel. il.S soon as a four digit code
number is typed indicating the address in the memory from which the next
sequence of orders should be taken, computation will begin for the next routine.
If the punch is on, then a special code is punched on the paper tape, and when
the code is later read by the reader, this accomplishes the same result
accomplished by the depression of the CLEAR switch.
INDICATING LIGHT
This light is "on" only when the computer is requesting a typed
or tap,ed input from the typewriter. In normal operation, the computer will
accept inputs as rapidly as the average operator can type. However, when a
considerable amount of computation is to be performed between sections of
input data, and it is desired to enter these factors manually, then it will be
necessary to wait for the indicating light before typing new factors.
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COpy INPUTS
This fixed position switch is associated with the reading of tape.
\Vith this s\vitch in its normal position, input tapes Inay be read directly
into the computer without being typed. If a simultaneous copy of the tape
input data is desired, this switch should be depressed. The typewriter will
continue to type all tape inputs until the COpy INPUTS switch is restored to
its normal position.
Tl\.P£ FEED

Depressing this momentary contact push switch will cause the punch
to deliver tape leader, with merely the sprocket feed holes punched. As long
as this switch is depressed, it will continue to produce tape leader.
CODE DELETE
Depressing this momentary contact switch causes the punch to cut
all hole positions on one digit positiJl1 in the tape. When the reader takes an
input and scans a digit which "has been punched in this fashion, the reader
will ignore it and accept the next digit.
STOP CODE
Depressing this momentary cuntact switch causes the tape punch to
punch the symbol "Stop Code" . When the tape reader receives this punched
tape position, the result is identical to that obtained by depresssing the STOP
READ SWITCH
There are four switches on the attached typewriter control panel to the right
of the keyboard. They are as fa 1l,,Jws:
NORMAL-HOLD-COMPUTE SWITCH
This is a three p;)sitiJn toggle switch. With this switch in the
COMPUTE position, the typewriter has complete control of c0mputations.
With this switch in the HOLD position, all computatiJn is stopped without
affecting the computer. In this p:)sition column headings of descriptive material may be inserted into tables Df computation. In both the HOLD and
COMPUTE positions, the computer is in operation and under control of this
particular typewriter.
Placing this switch in the NORMAL position comple telY disconnects
the typewriter from the c0mputer and permits Jpe ratiun ,.)f the electric typewriter in the standard manner.
ON-OFF SWITCH
This is the ON-OFF power switch for the typewriter only.
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TYPE AND PUNCH SWITCHES
These tw,J switches are used in cvnjunction with certain special
comrnands J to edit the form of 0utput frum the cOlnputer. A.ssvciated with
the typewriter are twv rclaysl 0ne Jf which causes COlnputer outputs to be
typed and the other which causes curnputer vutputs to be punched. v,{hen the
TYPE and PUNCH switches are depressed then the form of the output depends
upon the setting of these two relays. For example, there are four computer
orders:
98
9a
9c
ge

-

For
For
For
F or

ueither typing nor punching outputs
typing only
punching only
typing and punching

If the TYPE switch is in th~ vertical position, n0 0UtpUts will be typed. If the
PUNCH switch is in the vertical p0sition, no outputs will be punched. Of
course, if both of these switches are in the vertical positi·on, all outputs
fr,Jm the computer will be lost. If the TYPE switch is up then all outputs
will be typed regardless of conlputer orders. If the PUNCH switch is UPI
then all outputs will be punched regardless of computer orders. Thus, by
means of these tW0 three-position switches together with four typewriter
editing .. commailds l we have complete flexibility with regard to the form of
our output.
AUTOMATIC CARRIAGE RETURN
The typewriter can be set to return the carriage at any pre-determined point. This is of great assistance in simplifying the editing of output
information.
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fABRICATION AND MACHINE SHOP

The Fabrication and Machine Shop where 70 per cent of all machine
work needed for the ALWAC is performed. On the large lathe in the center,
a memory drum for an ALWAC Computer is being turned.

LOGISTICS RESEARCH INC.
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EXPERIMENT AL LABORATORY

One corner of an Experimental Lab showing development work in process for punched card adaptation for various items of equipment.

LOGISTICS RESEARCH INC.
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THE IBM TI£-IN
The IBM Tie-in equipment for ]:).LW.t-\C lItis available to read and
punch standard 80 column IBM cards using an IBM Type 523 Gang Summary
Punch. With this arrangement, inputs can be received, and output information punched at the rate of 8000 alphanumeric digits per minute.
In reading punched card inputs, the IBM Tie-In equipment is controlled by information in Working Storage Channel IV in ALWAC III. As many
as ten 8 decimal digits, 80 alphabetic symbols, or a combination of alphanu-.
meric' information can be read from a single punched card, stored in the, IBM
Working Channel of the IBM Tie-In, and converted to binary notation .. The
.
information. is transferred to Working Channel III of ALWAC III and operatiops
performed on it in the 200 ms time elapsing before the Gang Summary Pun~h
commences to read the following card.
In delivering outputs, the IBM Tie-In functions in a manner similar to reading punched cards. Binary coded, alphanumeric information, :'under
the control of Working Channel IV in ALWll.C IIlis;delivered from .Working
Channel III to the IBM Working Channel of the IBM TIe-In, cOllverted into ".
decimal notation and punched on a standard 80 column IBM card. A.sma.ny.
as ten, 8 dec;imal digit numbers, 80 alphabetic symbols, or a combirfation of.
alphanumeric' information can be punched on a card from information iIi a
single Working Channel in l.".,LWAC. Two hundred ms before the feeding of
the next card is allowed fC?r ALW l~C III to perform its: o.perations prior to
delivering its next outputs~
.
There are ·five orders in the ALW I't..C III involving tIle IBM Tie-In.
06 ,;. SET IBM PUNCH -sets, the Gang Summary Pun,ch
to punc:h ;outputs on punched cards.
04 - SET Il?M'READ- sets the Gang Summary Punchto ,
read inputs from punched cards ~
.
Oc - REliD IBM ... reads one 80 column punched card"into
IBM Working Channel under control of Working.
Channel IV.
Oe - PUNCH IBM - punches one 80 column punched card
from information in the IBM Working Channel under
control of Working Channel IV.
94 - EXCHANGE IBM AND WORDS 80-be - Exchanges contents of IBM Working Channel with contents of Working Storage Channel III.
If the information to be punched or read consists of ten or less 8
decimal digit numbers, the operation will be self contained in the above orders.
However, if the input or output involves some combination of alphabetic data
and/or numbers of less than 8 decimal digits, it will be necessary to call up
the IBM INPUT-OUTPUT SUBROUTINE. This routine is used solely for the
purpose of indicating the desired configuration of punched card inputs or outputs.
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For exarnple, if it is desired to read or punch a card containing
four numbers with eight, seven, ;~ne and four decimal digits respectively,
in addition to thir ty alphabe tic colurnns, the ope ra tor would call up the IBM
INPUT-OUTPUT routine and type the following:

48714
The cards would then be punched or read in their desired configuration by either the Oc or Oe orders.
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ORDERS WHICH MODIFY THE ACCUMULATOR
CODE

COMMil.ND

DESCRIPTION OF COMMAND

22*

BINliR Y ROUND

This considers the double length word
A.B and rounds off the word to a single
length word contained in A. Thus if B
has a 1 in the most siqnificant digit,
then 1 is added to jA I.

28*

CLEAR A

Change the number in A to zero and
make sign digit positive.

2.c*

ABSOLUTE VALUE

Make the sign of the number in A

2.e*

REVERSE SIGN

Reverse the sign of the number in A.

3e*

COMPLEMENT A

Complement the number in A including
the sign digit.

aO

SHIFT AB RIGHT

Shift the double length, number in AB
right N binary digits. Each digit leaving
A enters the B register. If the overflow
is not on, then N zeros will be shifted
into the N most significant digits of A
and the N least significant digits of B
will be lost. If the overflow is on then
on the first shift right, a 1 is shifted into
the most significant digit of A and the
overflow is automatically turned off. For
the remaining N -1 shifts, zeros are
shifted into the most significant digits of A.

a2

SHIFT AB LEFT

Shift the double length number in AB left
N binary digits. The digits leaving the
most significant part of B enter the least
significant part of A. N zeros are shifted
into the N least significant digits of Band
the N most significant digits of A are lost.

a4

SHIFT A RIGHT

Shift A right N binary digits. If the overflow is not on, then the N least significant
digits of A are lost and N zeros are shifted
into the N most significant digits. If the
overflow is on, then on the first shift
right a 1 is shifted into the most significant
digit of A and the overflow is turned off
automatically. For the next N-l shift,
zeros are shifted into the most significant
digi ts of A.
'

1-115411

positive~

CODE

.

COMMAND

DESCRIPTION OF COMMAND

a6

SHIFT A LEFT

Shift A left N binary digits. Zeros are
shifted into the N least significant digi'ts
and the N most significant digits of A are
lost.

as

SCALE

This command is used for floating point
operations. The double length number
will be shifted right or left N places according to the number stored in the address .
portion of this command. Since there are
only seven binary digits associated with
. each command and the command code is
eight binary digits long, then for this
particular command, the eighth binary
digit serves as a plus or minus indication
to designate the direction of the shift.
Thus if this command contains a 1 in the
eighth digit of the code, then AB will be
shifted left N places; if zero, then it will
be shifted right N places. The command
4c, which will be used for storing the
num be r of place s to be shifted, automatically puts this 1 or zero in the eighth position of the code depending upon the sign of.

A:a

A.
aa

FLOATING POINT
SHIFT

ARITHMETIC

This command automatically shifts the
double length number AB so that A is.
zero and a 1 is contained in the most
significant digit of B. A count is kept of
the number of shifts right or left and is
stored in the D register as a positive or
negative number. This command together
with others permits all forms of binary
floating point arithmetic to be conveniently
performed.
COMM/~NDS

60

ADDITION

r\dd the number in the specified \vord to
A, leave answer stored in j~. If capacity
of 1~ is exceeded, turn on overflow.

62

ADD AND NEGATE

Add the num be r in the specified word to
A and change the sign of the sum. Leave
answer stored in A. If the capacity of i~
is exceeded, turn on the overflow.

2-115411

COMMAND

DESCRIPTION OF COMMAND

64

SUBTRACT AND
NEGATE

Subtract the number in the specified word
from A and change the sign of the answer.
Leave the answer stored in A. If the
capacity of A is exceeded, turn on the
overflow.

66

SUBTRACT

Subtract the number in the specifi'ed word
from A. Leave answer stored in A. If
capacity of A is exceeded, turn on the
overflow.

CODE

The four add and subtract orders above give all possible combinations of sums and differences between a number in A and any number in working storage. The numbers in the specified words are not changed in carrying
out these orders.
bc

DOUBLE LENGTH
ADDITION

Add the num be r in the specified word to
the double length number contained in A
and B. The sign of the double length
number is determined by the sign of B.

be

DOUBLE LENGTH
SUBTRACTION

Subtract the number in the specified word
from the double length number contained
in A and B. The sign of the do uble length
number is determined by the sign of B.

These six addition .and subtraction commands will not be followed
if the overflow is on, instead the computation will stop and the alarm will turn
on.
eO

ACCUMULA TIVE
MULTIPLICATION

Multiply the number in B by the number in
D, and store the double length product in
AB. .Any number previously in A is given
the sign of the product and added to the
product.

e2

ACCUMULA TIVE

Multiply the number in B by the number in
the specified register and store double
length product in AB. Any number previously in A is given the same sign as
the product and is added to the product.
The specified word is left stored in D.

MULTIPLICJ~TION

WITH ADDRESS

e4

M UL TIPLICA TION

This command is the same as eO except
that A is not added.

e6

MULTIPLICATION WITH
ADDRESS

This command is the same as e2 except
that A is not added.

e8

DIVISION

Divide the do uble leng th num be r in AB by
the contents of D. Store the quotient in B
and the remainder in A.

3-115411

COMMAND

DESCRIPTION OF COMMAND

ea

DIVISION WITH
ADDRESS

Divide the double length number in AB
by the specified word. Store the quotient
in B and the remainder in A. The specified
word is left stored in D.

ec

SINGLE LENGTH
DIVISION

Divide the number in B by the number in
D. Store the quotient in B and the remainder in il..

ee

SINGLE LENGTH
DIVISION WITH
ADDRESS

Divide the number in B by the specified
word. Store the quotient in B and the
remainder in A. The specified word is
left stored in D.

CODE

In each of the four divide orders, if the overflow is on, this division
will not be performed but will stop computation and sound the alarm. In the
case of an improper division, that is, where the quotient would exceed one word
in length, computation will stop and the alarm will sound.
TRANSFERS OF CONTROL
10

UNCONDITIONAL SKIP

Take the next order from the specified
address.

12

CONTROLLED SKIP I

If SKIP switch 1 on the CONTROL PANEL
is II on" take the next order from specified
address, otherwise continue in standard
sequence of orders.

14

CONTROLLED SKIP II

If SKIP switch 2 on the CONTROL PANEL
is II on" take the next order from the
specified address, otherwise continue in
standard sequence of orders.

16

COUNT DOWN AND
ZERO TEST

Subtract one from the absolute value of the
number in E, and if the resulting number
is not zero, then take the next command
from the specified address. If the result
is zero, then continue taking orders in the
normal sequence.

18

ZERO TEST

If the number in I,. is not zero, then take
the next command from the specified
address, otherwise continue in the normal
sequence of orders.

Ic

NEGATIVE TEST

If the sign of the number in A is negative.
take the next order from the specified
address, otherwise continue following
commands in the normal sequence.

4-115411

CODE
Ie

COMMll.ND

DESCRIPTION OF COMMAND

OVERFLOW TEST

If the overflow is on, take the next order
from the specified address, otherwise
continue in the standard sequence of orders.
This order turns the overflow off.

In the orders which follow, "W" represents the word specified by
the address associated with the order.

EXCHANGE ORDERS
30>'~

EXCHANGE A l1.ND B

36*

EXCHANGE 1'1. AND E

3a*

EXCHANGE A AND D

68

EXCHANGE A AND W
COpy ORDERS

08*

COPY E TO B

Oa*

COpy E TO D

32*

COpy B TO A

34*

COpy E TO A

38*

COpy D TO A

40

COpy W TO B

48

COpy A TO W

56

COpy W TO E

5a

COpy W TO D

78

COpy W TO A

b4

COpy CONSTANT TO A

5-115411

Copy the specified word located in the zero
channel into the A register. This is not
one of the four working channels, but is a
special channel for the storage of frequently
used constants.

CODE

DESCRIPTION OF COMMAND

COMMAND

BLOCK TR.c\NSFERS ORDERS
80

TRANSFER TO WORKING
STOR.AGE I

Transfer the 32 words contained in the
specified channel to words 00 through 3e.

82

TRANSFER TO WORKING
STOR.AGE II

Transfer the 32 words in the specified
channel to words 40 through 7 e.

84

TRANSFER TO WORKING
STORi\.GE III

Transfer the 32 words in the specified
channel to words 80 through be.

86

TRANSFER TO WORKING
STORAGE IV

Transfer the 32 words in the specified
channel to words cO through fee

88

STORE WORKING
CHANNEL I

Transfer the 32 words contained in words
00 through 3e into the specified channel
in the main memory.

8a

STORE WORKING
CHANNEL II

Transfer the 32 words contained in words
40 through 7e into the specified channel
in the main memory.

8c

STORE WORKING
CHANNEL III

Transfer the 32 words contained in words
80 through be into the specified channel
in the main memory.

8e

STORE WORKING
CHANNEL IV

Transfer the 32 words contained in words
cO through fe into the specified channel
in the main memory.

94

IBM BUFFER

Exchange the 32 words contained in words
80 through be with the IBM Buffer register.
INPUT-OUTPUT ORDERS

04*

SET IBM READ

Set the Gang Summ·ary Punch to read inputs
from punched cards.

06>:<

SET IBM PUNCH

Set the Gang Summary Punch to punch outputs on punched cards.

Oc*

READ IBM

Read one card into IBM Buffer register.

Oe*

PUNCH IBM

Punch the information contained in the
IBM Buffer register.

98

SUPPRESS OUTPUT

This is one of four orders which enable
the programmer to determine the manner
in which the answers from the computer
should be printed. This order may be
used when it is desired to control the form
of the output from the typewriter. The

6-115411

CODE

COMMAND
..

DESCRIPTION OF COMMAND
suppress output 6rder may, be ovet!ruledv
at the typewriter and the answers typed or
punched on tape depending upon special
TYPEWRITER switch settings.

9a

TYPE OUTPUT

This order causes the answers to be typed
and not punched unless overruled by
TYPEWRITER switch settings.

9c

PUNCH OUTPUT

This order causes the answers to be punched
on tape and not typed unless overruled by
TYPEWRITER switch settings.

ge

TYPE AND PUNCH
OUTPUT

This order causes answers to be both
typed and punched on tape unless overruled by TYPEWRITER switch settings.

dB

SIGN OUTPUT

Transmit to tape or keyboard the sign of
the number in the A register.

dc

DECIMAL NUMBER
OUTPUT

Transfer to tape or keyboard the last fout
binary digits to the right in A. This orde,r
is used to type numbers from the comput~r.

fa

DECIMAL OR HEXADECIMAL INPUT

Shift .t~ left four digits and copy from tape
or keyboard into the four right';'hand digits
in 1;.. the binary form of the digit punched
on tape. This order is used when enter- .
ing numbers from the electric typewriter
tape ( or from the typewriter keyboard) to
the computer. Repeat this order N times.

f2

LETTER INPUT

Shift A left six digits and copy from tape
or keyboard into the seventh through secopd
right-hand digits in A the binary form of
the typewriter letter or symbol punched ofl
tape. Repeat this order N times. This
order is used when storing alphabetical
nlaterial, arithmetic symbols, or editing
instructions such as tab control or carriage
return.

f4

HEXADECIMAL
OUTPUT

Transfer to tape or keyboard the last four
binary digits to the left in A and then shift'
A left four times. Repeat this order N
times. This command is used when copying instructions or numbers in hexadecimal
form from the computer.

7-115411

CODE

f6

COlVIMAND

DESCRIPTION OF COlVllViAND

L£TT£R OUTPUT

Transfer to tape or keyboard the six binary
digi ts in pos i tions 31 thr ough 26 and then
shift A left six digits .. Perform this order
N times. This order is used to transmit
alphabetical information, arithmetic symbols or editing ins tructions such as tab
control or carriage return to the electric
typewrite r.

There are several other special orders which are incorporated only
for special input-output tie-ins such as punched cards, magnetic tape or supplementary memory drums.
MffiCELLANEOUSCOMMANDS

02*

REVERS£ OV£RFLOW

If the overflow is on, turn it off.
off, turn it on.

4c

COpy ADDRESS TO W

Copy the address stored in the A register
into the specified word.

4e

COpy ONE HALF WORD
TO W

Copy the complete command including
address from A to the specified word.

50

COMPARISON TEST

Turn the overflow on if the number in·A is
less in absolute value than the number in ,
the specified word. This order will not
be followed if the overflow is on, instead
the alarm will sound and the computation
will stop.

6c

COpy ADDRESS TO A

Copy the address portion of the specified
word into the A register.

6e

COpy ONE HALF WORD
TO A

Copy the comple te comrnand including
address from the specified word into the
A register.

70

EXTRACT

Leave a digit in A only where there is also
a digit in the corresponding position in the
specified word (logical multiplication).
This order is useful in dealing with only
parts of a word and permits breaking a
word up into several numbers and then
extr ac ting them individually.

74

DOUBLE EXTRACT

Copy the specified word into A only in
those digits in which there is a corresponding digit in D. Leave the rest of A alone. '
This order has many convenient uses in
modifying orders, and in dealing with parts
of words.

8-115411

If it is

*

Orders marked with an are special"no-address11 orders which
may be placed in the address portion of command when two of these orders
appear in sequence. This is accomplished by increasing the first order by
one and placing the next order in the address.

9-115411

The following is an actual sarrlple of a stencil cut by the ALWAC corrlputer.
The code nunlber 16b3 calls up the routine fronl the niain n~err.lory and after
typing the first value, the increnjent, and the nurnber of lines for the con~puter,
the ALW AC took over and conlputed and typed a con.lplete table of square roots.

16b3. First value 1.000000
1.000000
2.000000
3~000000

4.000000
5·000000
6.000000
7·000000
8~000000

9·000000
10.000000
11.000000
12.000000
13. 0 00000
14.000000
15. 00 0000
16.000000
17·000000
18.000000
19. 000000
20".000000
21.000000
22.000000
23~000000

24.000000
25·000000
26.000000
27·000000
28.000000
29·000000
30.000000
31.000000
32~000000

33·000000
34.000000
35·000000
36.000000
37.000000
38.000000
39. 0 00000
40.000000
41.000000
42.000000
43. 0 00000
44.000000
45~000000
46~000000

47·000000
48.000000
49·000000
50.000000

Increment 1.000000

1.000000
51 .000000
1.414213
52.000000
1.732050
53·000000
2.000000
54.000000
2.236067
55·000000
2.449489
56.000000
2.645751
57.000000
2.828427
58.000000
3.000000
59.000000
60.000000
3.162277
61.000000
3·316624
3·464101
62.000000
63.000000
3. 60 5551
64.000000
3.741657
65.000000
3.872983
4.000000
66.000000
4.123105
67.000000
4.242640
68.000000
4.358898
69.000000
70.000000
4.472135
71.000000
4·582575
4.690415
72.000000
73. 000000
4·795831
8
74.000000
4.89 979
5·000000
75.000000
76.000000
5. 0 99019
5.196152
77.000000
78.000000
5.291502
5.385164
79. 000000
80.000000
5.477225
81.000000
5.567764
82.000000
5.656854
83.000000
5.744562
84.000000
5.830951
85.000000
5·916079
6.000000
86.000000
6.082762
87.000000
88.000000
6.164414
89.000000
6.244997
90.000000
6.324555
6.403124
91.000000
6.480740
92.000000
93.0 00000
6.557438
94.000000
6.633249
95. 000000
6·708203
96.000000
6.782329
97.000000
6.855654
98.000000
6·928203
7.000000
99. 0 00000
7.071067 100.000000

7.141428
7.211102
7.280109
7.348469
7.4161 98
7.483314
7.549834
7.615773
7.681145
7.745966
7·810249
7.874007
7·937253
8.000000
8.062257
8.1240 38
8.185352
8.2462il
8.306623
8.366600
8.426149
8.485281
8.544003
8.602325
8.660254
8.717797
8.774964
8.831760
8.888194
8.944271
9·000000
9. 0 55385
9.110433
9.165151
9.219544
9.273618
9·327379
9.380831
9.433981
9.486832
9·539392
9.591663
9.643650
9.695359
9·746794
9.797958
9.848857
9.899494
9.949874
10.000000

Number of lines 50.

MAIN ASSEMBLY ROOM

One corner of the Main Assembly Room where an inventory control machine is being completed .

This inventory control machine utilizes a four-foot

magnetic drum incorporating our own specially designed "air-floating" head
and is capable of remembering the balances on 275,000 items .

In the back-

ground is shown the final assembly of a production run of Logrinc PlotterFollower units.

LOGISTICS RESEARCH INC.
11544

SUB-ASSEMBLY AREA

This is the Sub-Assembly Area af the main assembly room where plug-in
components are constructed, special coils wound, and various small electronic
units are assembled . In the rear at the far right can be seen the frameworks for two ALWAC Logic sections.

LOGISTICS RESEARCH INC.
11544

INVENTORY CONTROL EQUIPMENT ANALYSIS
BY MEANS OF THE ALWAC
In the past we have recognized the existence of what might be referred
to as the inventory paradox, that is, the difficulty of specifying the precise
equipment for solving inventory and production control problems until that
8ame equipment is available for solving these problems. The logical cour.e .
out of this dilemma is by means of the "pilot plant" technique, so frequently
used by the chemical engineer. Here is a proposed process analyzed in all
of its conceivable variations to determine the Pfl'-Cis.eform ·of the specific
eqm,pment £OJ: the large scale process.
On many occasions in the past, we have used our existing General
Purpose ALWAC equipment to analyze the proposed design specifications of
. ' special-purpose equipment. On Olles'J.chinetance, we simulated a small
.. portion of the Air Force inventory problem. In this case, the ALW AC
.Computer was set to remember seven things with regard to each Air Foree
stock number. These seven things were the stock num.ber. the stodt level., ..
the number· of serviceable item.,the number of reparable items, the, Dumber'
due in, tbe number due out, and the reorder level. . In. the fol1owing,section.
wiUappearseveralactual samples of.the types of decisions and operatioDs
which were programmed in the ALWAC for this example. In each case, the
rem.arks, numbers, etc. :which are underlined were typed under'the coDti-ol
of the ALWAC; everything else was typed by the operator. In the liratexample
below, typing 4100 4800 caused the AL WAC to type its own column headings.
After typlng 1916, and the corresponding stock numbers, thecomplete.U.un,
·of the stored in.~ormationwith regard to each stock number is l~sted.
-

4100.4600
STOCK NUMBER

1916

lALFZOO8590249.
lALF106308-3.
8700-$82535.'

8700-571$00-<)98.

STOCK LEVEL SERVICEABLE

45
30

2(5

4S'

30
-0
1>

_.
40

REPARABLE

10

~

"7
5'

DUE

IN DUE .OUT REORDER

15

13S0'

-

0'

15,

l~

I5

0

.~

O

~

To issue a stock number, the code 1917 is typed and then the corre8ponding stock number a..;".d.number of line items to be issued. The ALWAC
was programmed to recognize four distinct situations.
I) The number of items to be is sued is less than the number of serviceable items and the new number of serviceable on hand is greater than the
reorder level t hence the iss1.1e is completed and no action is taken.

2) The nun.ber of iterrls to be issued is less than the nurr.. ber of
serviceable itenls on hand, but the result of the issue reduces the serviceable
iterr!s below the reorder level in which case the ALWAC computes the number
of item s which should be erde red ba.sed on the stock level, the due -in and the
due-out records. In this case, the ALWAC will either specify the precise
number which should be ordered or will specify that the stock is low but no
additional iterrls should be ordered.
3) The nuniber of items to be issued is greater than the number of
serviceable iterrls on hand but an adequate supply of reparable itenls are available.
4) The number of items to be issued is greater than the number of
serviceable and the number of reparable itenJs.
The following insert shows the manner in which the ALWAC was programrrJed to react to each of the se situations.

1917

5.

lALFZ008590249.
(This is an issue of 5--number of serviceable is now 25.)
lALFZ008590249. 26. TI'.JSUFFICIENT UNITS-BUT ADEQUATE SUPPLY OF REPAffiABLE

1917
lALFZO08590249. 36. mSUFFICIENT UNITS-CHECK "DUE

mit

The code number 311e receives parts from REPARABLE
311e
lALFI06308-3. 2.
1917
lALF106308-3. 1.

We now have 2 serviceable, suppose we issue 1 using the code 1917
STOCK LOW-BUT ADEQ,UATE SUPPLY ON ORDER

If we issue below the reorder level then-1917
llLFZOo8590249. 11.

16 UNJTS SHOULD BE ORDERED AT ONCE

Of course anlong the nlany other operations programrr:aed in this saIrJe
example was the ability to transfe r parts to se rviceable from reparable and to
transfer parts to serviceable from due-in. Also the stock level, due -in, dueout, reorder level and reparable could be increased or decreased as necessary.
The versatility of the electronic equipment also permits the programIrJing of the
ALW AC Computer to recognize any inconsistencies which might arise. Two of
the prograrrJmed inconsistency checks are indicated below. The first is an
attempt to issue fronl a non-existent stock nunJber and the second is a situa.tion
where parts are received fron~ reparable and transferred to serviceable. The
code nurr:.ber 311e perrrJits parts to be received frorrj reparable, but if rrjore

parts are received than are actually reparable, the ALW AC interprets this as
an inconsistency and recon:.rnends a recheck of records.

The

AL~C

tests for inconsistenc1es--

311e

lALFZ008590249. 11. EXCESS UNlTS RECEIVED-RECHECK RECORDS
1917

lA.LFZ008950249. 5. UN1I.' NOT STOCKED

Condensed Order List For ALWAC III
MODIFY THE ACCUMULATOR
22..),f-

Binary Round
Clear A
Absolute Value
Rever~e Sign
Complement A
Shift AB Right n places
Shift AB Left n places
Shift A Right n places
Shift A Left n places
Scale (Binary)
Floating Point Shift (Binary)

28~~
2c?~
2e~f-

3e*
aO
a2

a4

a6
a8
aa

ARIT~IC

60
62
64
66
be
be
eO
e2
e4
e6
e8
ea
ec
ee

COMMANDS

A+W
- A ~ '{;IT
-A+W
A-W
AB + W
AB - W
BxD+A
BxW+A
Bx D
BxW

AB/D
AB/W

Bin
B!w

EXCHANGE ORDERS
A and B
A and E

30,~

36,E-

A and D
A and W

3a7~

68

COpy ORDERS

08*
Oa7~

327}
347~
387~

40
48
56

Sa

78
b4

E to B
E to D
B to A
E to A
D to A
w to B
A to W
"ttJ to E
'{;IT to D
W to A
Constant to A

TRJtNSFER OF CONTROL
10
12

14

16
18
lc
Ie

Unconditional Skip
Breakpoint Skip I
Breakpoint Skip II
Skip if E - I not zer~
Skip if A not zero
Skip if A negative
Skip if overflow on
BLOCK TRANSFERS

80
82
84
86
188
8a
8c
8e
94

Transfer to Words 00-3e
Transfer to Words 40~7e
Transfer to Words BO-be
Transfer to Words cO-fe
Store Words 00-3e
Store Words 40-7e
store Words BO-be
Store Words cO-fe
Exchange IBM and Words BO-be
INPUT-OUTPUT ORDERS

047~

06*
Oc*
Oe7~

98
9a
9c
ge
d8
dc
fO
f2

r4

£6

Set IBM Read
Set IBM Punch
Read IBM
Punch IBfl
Suppress Output
Type Output
Punch Output
T,ype and Punch Output
Sign Output
Decimal Number Output
n Decimal or Hexadecimal Inputs
n Letter Inputs
n Hexadecimal Outputs
n Letter Outputs
MISCELLANEOUS COMMANDS

02*
hc

4e
50

6c
6e
70
74

Reverse Overflow
Copy Address to W
Copy One Half Word to W
Turn on Overflow if A less than W
Copy Address to A
Copy One Half Word to A
Logical Product of A and W
Logical Product of D and W
Stored in .A

Orders marked with an 7~ are special "no-address" orders which may be placed
in the address portion of command when two of these orders appear in sequence.
Hexadecimal Conversion 0 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
Computer
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 a b c d e f 10
105423

Order List For ALWAC III
Arranged in Numerical Sequence
Code

Description

02~~

Reverse Overflow
Set IBM Read
Set IBM Punch
Copy E to B
Copy E to D
Read IBM
Punch IBM

04*

06~f08~f-

Oa*
Oc*
Oe*
10
12

14

16
18
lc
Ie
22?~

28~~

2c1f2e?'{30~~

32*
34~E-

36~E-

38*
3a~~

3e~*

40

48

4c
4e

Skip
Breakpoint Skip I
Breakpoint Skip II
Skip if E - 1 not zero
Skip if A not zero
Skip if A negative
Skip if overflow on
Unco~ditional

Binary Round
Clear A
Absolute Value
Reverse Sign
Exchange A and B
Copy B to A
Copy E to A
Exchange A and E
Copy D to A
Exchange A and D
Complement A
Copy w to B
Copy A to W
Copy Address to W
Copy One Half Word to W

56
5a

Turn on Overflow if A less
Than W
Copy w to E
Copy W to D

60
62

A + vi
-A-W

66
68
6c
6e

A-W
Exchange A and W
Copy Address to A
Copy One Half Word to A

50

64

-A+w

Code

Description

70

Logical Product of A and W
Logical Product of D and W
Stored in A
Copy w to A

74

78

80
82
86
88
8a
8c
8e

Transfer to
Transfer to
Transfer to
Transfer to
store Words
Store Words
Store Words
store Words

94
98
9a
9c
ge

Exchange IBM and Words 80-be
Suppress Output
Type Output
Punch Output
Type and Punch Output

aO
a2

Shift AB Right n places
Shift AB Left n places
Shift A Right n places
Shift A Left n places
Scale (Binary)
Floating Point Shift (Binary)

84

a4

a6
a8
aa

b4

bc
be
eO
e2

e4

06
e8
ea
ec
ee

Words
Words
Words
Words
00-3e
40-7e
80-be
cO-fe

00-3e
40-7e
aO-be
cO-fe

Copy Constant to A
li.B -} W

AB - W
BxD+A
BxW+A
BxD
BxW
AB/D

lili/W
Bin
B/W

dB
dc

Sign Output
Decimal Number Output

fO
f2
f4
f6

n
n
n
n

Decimal or Hexadecimal Inputs
Letter Inputs
Hexadecimal Outputs
Letter Outputs

Orders marked with an * are special "no-address lt orders which may be placed
in the address portion of command when two of these orders appear in sequence.
Hexadecimal Conversion 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
Computer
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 a b c d e f 10
105426
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